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Aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms in dialysis access
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Abstract

Aneurysms are a common and often difficult complication seen with arteriovenous vascular access for haemodialysis. The purpose of this narrative review is to define and describe the scale of the problem and suggested therapeutic strategies. A narrative review of the published literature illustrated by individual cases is presented with the aim of summarising the relevant literature. The definitions of aneurysm are inconsistent throughout the literature and therefore systematic review is impossible. They vary from qualitative descriptions to quantitative definitions using absolute size, relative size and also size plus characteristics. The incidence and aetiology are also ill defined but separation into true aneurysms and false, or pseudoaneurysms may be helpful in planning treatment, which may be conservative, surgical or radiological. The lack of useful definitions and classification along with the multitude of management strategies proposed make firm evidence based conclusions difficult to draw. Further robust well designed studies are required to define best practice for this common problem.
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Introduction

To ensure adequate haemodialysis treatments, a well-functioning vascular access (VA) is a prerequisite in dialysis patients. Complications of VA are common and represent a major cause of hospitalization in haemodialysis patients with 36–39% of admissions related to dialysis access [1, 2]. The mean length of stay was 5.3 ± 4.6 days, with a mean hospital costs of 41 896 ± 20 318 US$ [3]. Of the many complications that may threaten the longevity of VA, aneurysms represent a significant challenge which threaten both the arteriovenous fistula (AVF) and the patient.

Definitions

Since the aim of VA creation is to establish abnormally dilated vasculature, the definition of aneurysmal development in this setting is difficult. Subdividing aneurysms into true and false aneurysms based on the wall structure may be helpful. False or pseudo aneurysms may generally occur at the site of needling/puncture or at the anastomoses and may be thought of simplistically as haematomas communicating with the lumen of the access. With time, they may develop a fibrotic sac but this is devoid of endothelium or vascular wall structure.
True aneurysms may be more difficult to define. The artery proximal to an AVF routinely dilates as it remodels in response to the increased blood flow [4]. The vein of an AVF typically increases in diameter greater than 3-fold to mature enough for needling. Most autologous in situ AVFs are often irregular and dilate asymmetrically (Figure 1). In practice, this is desirable and may give areas that facilitate needling; however, in classifying aneurysms and determining treatment, there is a requirement for clear definitions.

Several authors have defined aneurysms in different ways. Jankovic et al. developed a score based on the sum of the length and width in centimetres [5]. Paskinsky and colleagues used a definition of dilatation to more than three times the native vessel diameter, with the minimum size being 2 cm. This is slightly artificial as many AVFs will be from veins of 2 mm and above. Few native veins for AVF formation will be >7 mm and in fact the author’s state in their discussion that the comparison is to the ‘normal’ adjacent AVF rather than the native vein prior to formation [6]. Rajput et al. also use relative size to the adjacent AVF and defined an aneurysm as a focal dilation of the outflow vein diameter greater than two times the normal calibre of the adjacent normal fistula vein segment [7] although Watson and colleagues suggest size alone may not be useful in predicting behaviour [8].

Valenti et al. recently proposed a classification system based on fistula morphology recognizing three types of aneurysms, Types 1 to 3 being true aneurysms and Type 4 being pseudoaneurysms. Type 1 aneurysms were subdivided into Type 1a, which involves the length of the vein and Type 1b being post-anastomotic. Type 2 aneurysms are more localized and Type 3 are classified as complex. The incidence in this series was high with 43.5% of dialysed patients having an aneurysmal fistulae albeit most of these are Type 1 [9].

A working and practical clinical solution may be to define an aneurysm in an AVF as an abnormal localized dilatation of the vessel and classify it on the basis of true aneurysm or false (pseudo) aneurysm, location (arterial/venous/graft) and site (anastomotic/puncture site/native vessel and whole outflow vein).

Aetiology

The aetiology of aneurysms is also ill defined. Pseudoaneurysms may be from the anastomosis and reflect leaking of blood outside the lumen perioperatively as a result of surgical technique or occur later as a complication of infection. Puncture of an AVF or arteriovenous graft (AVG) either as part of standard dialysis needling or from intervention can result in prolonged bleeding and pseudoaneurysm formation [13]. AVGs in particular are at risk if needling is too localized (Figure 2).

The aetiology of true aneurysms in AVFs is less clear. Repeated needling results in multiple small fibrous scars in the vessel wall, which may expand with time and result in localized aneurysmal areas (Figure 3). In areas where needling has not been performed, aneurysmal dilation can occur and the high flow though the vessel may result in abnormal shear stress, which promotes outward remodelling and gradual dilation with grossly increased calibre of the vessel [14, 15]. Histological examination of resected fistula aneurysms shows extensive infiltration of collagen with thickening and altered architecture of the vessel wall [6]. Stenoses, which exacerbate abnormal haemodynamics, may be associated with aneurysm formation. Aneurysms can occur downstream of a stenosis, which may be due to the increased transmural pressure or be related to disturbed flow patterns [7]. Upstream of a stenosis marked changes in flow patterns occur and can result in pathological remodelling of the vessel.
The nature of the vessel wall may be implicated, and some patients may have a predisposition to aneurysm formation. This is seen in other aneurysms with connective tissue disorders [16], and higher aneurysm formation in VA has been described in Alport’s syndrome [17]. Other disease states are associated with aneurysms elsewhere for example adult polycystic kidney disease, which is associated with intracerebral aneurysms, have been shown to increase the diameter of AVFs [6, 18]. Pregnancy is associated with aneurysm formation and splenic artery aneurysms which is seen in other aneurysms with connective tissue disorders [16], although this is less frequent than is cited [19]. The role of this in VA is unreported, presumably due to the rarity of the situation.

Several authors have attempted to identify other factors, which may predispose to a higher risk of developing aneurysms [20] with one series quoting lower incidence of aneurysmal development using buttonhole cannulation techniques [21]. Repeated localized puncture in prosthetic grafts results in pseudoaneurysms although true aneurysms can occur in the arterial inflow [22].

Management

The natural history of VA aneurysms is most commonly a benign process where patients remain stable and asymptomatic without jeopardizing the functioning of the access or the haemodialysis. Many patients may dialyse for years without problem on large and tortuous AVFs that would be classified as aneurysms (Figure 4).

These stable aneurysms can be observed, and following baseline measurements may require simple surveillance, both clinically and with ultrasound. Sonographic assessment should include transverse and longitudinal measurements and assessment of flow and thrombus In addition, the inflow and outflow vessels should be assessed. Wall characteristics such as thickness and infection may also be possible [8, 23].

Proximal and distal stenoses should be identified, although formal venography may be required, particularly in more central stenosis. These should be treated to prevent progression and instability of aneurysmal segments. Sites of suitable wall thickness should be identified, needling sites changed and blunt needles used if possible [24].

The risk of rupture of small stable aneurysms is low as they are thick walled and covered with skin. Clinical concerns are raised when an aneurysm presents with a rapid increase in size, pain, thinning and degeneration of the overlying skin and/or infection. This situation can lead to rupture subcutaneously or a free rupture through the skin [25].

If an aneurysm has ruptured or there is a risk of imminent rupture (skin ulceration and scab/infection), emergency ligation of the aneurysm is required. Where the site is perianastomotic and involves the artery then reconstruction may be required. On occasions, the fistula may be salvaged [26] but the priority in such situations is to prevent and control life threatening haemorrhage as flow volumes are high in aneurysmal VA.

In less-emergent situations, the indications for surgery are not defined. An increasing rate of growth may be a trigger for surgery [27] although rate of growth and risk of rupture is unclear. In other aneurysms, a growth of >10% per year increases the risk of rupture [28]. Skin thinning and shiny atrophic skin are indicators for intervention. Some patients may request treatment for aesthetic reasons and also in high-flow situations, treatment may be required.

The options for treatment are surgical or radiological, and the desired outcome should be preservation of definitive access where possible.

Surgical options to salvage the AVF should be considered. If the aneurysm is small and discrete in a tortuous AVF, it may be possible to excise it, mobilize the ends and reconstruct the AVF with a direct end-to-end anastomosis [29]. This may be done via a small flip ‘trap door’ technique [30]. With more extensive aneurysms where this is not possible, either a bypass with a graft or an aneurysmorrhaphy may be performed [31, 32]. Various surgical techniques have been described including sutures and stapling devices to re-fashion the aneurysm and reduce the volume of the sac [33–35]. The advantages of this are to preserve the autologous AVF and avoid prosthetic material and may allow the fistula to be used for needling in the unaffected segments. If an AVG is used, one allowing early cannulation may prevent the requirement for a central venous dialysis catheter.

Endovascular techniques either alone or combined with surgery have been used to treat AVF aneurysms [36–38]. The aneurysm can be treated with a covered stent or stent graft to exclude the sac, although this may compromise future needling. This technique may be better reserved for use in patients considered to have ‘high surgical risk’ or as an interim measure to extend the interval before surgery. The advantage of endovascular treatment is that associated stenosis can be treated simultaneously.

The management of pseudoaneurysmal AVFs is similar to true aneurysms although small saccular pseudoaneurysms
with narrow necks may be amenable to thrombin injection [39, 40] or ultrasound compression [41]. This non-invasive technique may be attempted before resorting to surgical or endovascular alternatives.

In the acute setting, perianastomotic and large non-resolving puncture-related pseudoaneurysms generally require surgical repair to prevent local complications or enlargement. Small pseudoaneurysms may spontaneously thrombose, but this is unpredictable and surgical treatment in the acute phase is often minimal and successful.

Pseudoaneurysms related to infection, particularly with grafts, require surgery that is more extensive and the probability of rupture is high. If associated with the anastomosis, the graft should be removed and the native vessels repaired. If the infected aneurysm is localized and in the mid graft, some authors have suggested excision of the affected area and repair with a biological or biosynthetic graft although this has been described in bypass rather than in VA [42].

Conclusion

Regular puncture treatment with anticoagulation and abnormal haemodynamics make pseudoaneurysms and true aneurysms a relatively common complication in patients with VA for haemodialysis. The lack of robust definitions and classification result in little supporting evidence to base conclusions on either the true incidence or best practice for management.

Regular surveillance of VA may allow earlier detection of aneurysms and allow timely treatment to prevent life-threatening complications; however, evidence is lacking. Studies defining the natural history and progression of aneurysms are required to identify the best timing of intervention as well as the optimum treatment modality.
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